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Signature Workflow

Introduction
labfolder’s Signature Workflows provide a comprehensive tool that allows the user to
create flexible routes for entry approval and rejection. By supporting this review and
witnessing process, labfolder facilitates the compliance with common quality management
system (i.e. ISO, GxP).
A Signature Workflow is organized according to the following model: After activating the
app, custom Signature Workflows can be designed and subsequently executed in
labfolder’s electronic lab notebook.

Glossary
Signature Workflow represents a set of customizable events (signee, reviewers, acception
or rejection) that occur when an entry needs to be approved. It can be specified who gives
the signatures and whether rejections are allowed.
Signee is the first person to sign an entry and therefore initiates the workflow. As a default,
the entry author is selected as the signee, but this can be changed to any group member
if needed.
Reviewers are assigned to ensure the scientific quality and standards of the documented
research. labfolder allows you to select as many persons for the reviewing process as you
need.
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Intentions allow the user to add a statement or label to the given signatures. These can
be set to describe the action taken by the signee or reviewer, for example Signed by,
Reviewed by or Rejected by. The intentions will appear in the entry footer.
Actions can be used to apply custom comments and tags or even move entries to a
different project upon rejection or final approval. In this section it is further ensured that
the first signee can at any point withdraw the reviewing process.

Activate the App
By having the Signature Workflows App purchased, it will
automatically appear as activated in your in-ELN AppStore.

Create a Signature Workflow
Organization of a Signature Workflow
The Signature Workflow can be accessed on the Manage > Signature Workflows page.
Here, all workflows are organized within labfolder groups which are accessible via
group tabs.
All signature workflows are alphabetically ordered by title. The owner is the team
member who created it and is, together with the group admin, the only one who can
edit the workflow. Additionally, information about the date on which the signature
workflow was last modified and the date is was created can be seen. The status column
refers to the status of the workflow, which can be:
● Draft: The workflow is in the creation and editing process, but cannot be used yet.
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● Published: The workflow is ready to use, but has not been assigned to any entry
yet. Its editing is still possible.
● Active: The workflow is being applied to at least one entry. At this point, the it can
no longer be edited. In order to modify the workflow, it needs to be Unpublished
(for details see Editing a Signature Workflow).

A preview of the defined signature workflow steps can be accessed by clicking on the
specific workflow. A sidebar will open and show the name of the signature workflow
together with its status, the assigned project(s), information about the signatures and
whether the entry will be moved to another project. Each signature is listed with its
specification, including the assigned person, signature intention, actions to be taken
and designated location after moving an entry:
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Create a new Signature Workflow
1. Go to the Manage > Signature Workflow page.
2. Click on + Create Signature Workflow or select a specific group from the groups tab
and then click on + Create Signature Workflow.

Note: The +Create Signature Workflow button is only visible to group
administrators and project owners.

Once the Creating a signature workflow page is opened:
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1. Name your workflow by typing in the text field.
2. Assign projects to the workflow by clicking the checkbox in front of the project title.
Remember that projects belonging to the group you are creating the workflow for
will be listed. Those which appear unavailable already have another workflow
assigned.
3. Design as many signatures as your workflow needs by clicking the +Add Signature
button. You are provided with 2 signatures by default. Here you can define
intention, label and actions per signature.
4. Finally, you can choose to move the entry to a different project upon completion
of the workflow.
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5. Once you have created your signature workflow you can publish it or save it as a
draft.
● Saving it as a draft will allow changes, but users will not able to use the
workflow yet.
● Published workflows can be applied by users which have access to the
projects to which the workflow has been assigned.

Note: A project can only be assigned to one signature workflow.
But a workflow can be assigned to multiple projects.

Signature 1
1. Under Signees: Select who should provide the first signature by clicking the
checkbox for the author of the entry or selecting specific group members.
2. The Intentions section allows you to enter the signature intention and label in the
provided text boxes. When providing signatures, the intention can be customized
before it appears in the entry footer.
3. Optional: By checking the Add a comment to the entry box, you can pre-define a
comment which will appear next to the entry, once it is signed.
4. Optional: By selecting the Add tags to the entry option, you can choose tags that
will then be added to the entry once it is signed via drag and drop. Tags can help
you to filter and find entries.
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Note: Both the intention and the signature label will later appear in the entry footer!

Adding additional signatures
Any signature beyond the first one can be specified as a positive (review) or negative
(reject) assessment. When a signature is given, the defined signature actions are
executed and then the workflow proceeds. Upon rejecting an entry, the respective
actions are carried out; the workflow terminates and the signee is notified. When
reviewing an entry, the person who can apply the next signature in the workflow will
be notified.
1. Select the Signature 2 (or more) tab to choose who should assess the entry, i.e.
provide the next signature. Simply click the box with the name of the respective
group member.
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2. You can define if you want to allow the reviewer to reject entries and whether the
reviewer should be notified by email when requested to review an entry.
3. Signature intention and label can be specified individually for the review or
rejection of an entry.
4. The Add comment and Add tag actions are available as for Signature 1. Notably, if
you enabled the rejection option (step 2), you can add separate comments and tags
depending on whether the entry was reviewed or rejected.
5. Upon rejection of an entry, it is optional to allow the entry to be moved to a
different project.
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Note: Both the intention and the signature label will, later on, appear in the entry
footer!
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Move an entry to another project
Within the Signature Workflow, the option is given to move an entry to a project of
your choice. This action can be executed upon rejection of an entry or after the last
signature.
This allows the user to apply an entry to complex reviewing processes, that include
forking paths (review or reject) and to put an entry into a loop upon rejection or final
ap proval. Using the loop structures, by moving an entry into a different project,
facilitates the assignment of an entry to multiple signature workflows.

Editing a Signature Workflow
In order to edit a workflow, it needs to be in the Draft or Published status. In order to set
a Signature Workflow to editing mode, you need to Unpublish if it is Active.
1. Go to the Manage > Signature Workflow page.
2. Click the workflow options (gear wheel button) for the signature workflow you want
to edit and choose Unpublish workflow if necessary.
3. A warning notification will appear: By unpublishing the workflow all ongoing
reviewing processes following this workflow will stop and signatures will be
removed from the entry footer. Already finished signature processes will not be
affected.
4. By clicking Yes, the status of the signature workflow will change to Published.
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5. Now, by clicking on the workflow options you can select Edit workflow and make
changes.

Executing a workflow
Signing an entry
Depending on the workflow specification, the entry author or selected group members
are allowed to provide the first signature and start the reviewing process.
1. Go to the entry you want to sign.
2. Click on the entry options (gear wheel icon in the entry header) and then Sign.
3. Now, you can choose to sign the entry by either entering your login credentials or
drawing your signature in the space provided.
4. At this point, you are also able to edit the signature intention.
5. Press the Sign button and the signature will appear on the entry footer.
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After applying the first signature, the entry is no longer editable. If you want to
make the entry editable again, all signatures for that entry need to be revoked
(see below for details).

Sending an entry to review
In a workflow that contains multiple signatures, once the signee or a reviewer signs the
entry, a separate window will open. Here, the reviewer who should place the next
signature on the entry can be selected from the list of reviewers specified in the
workflow.
1. Select the next reviewer by clicking the circle with the name of the group member
of your choice.
2. Press Send; a confirmation will appear if your request was successfully sent.
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Reviewing an entry
As a reviewer of an entry, you will receive an email (if that option was chosen when
creating the Signature Workflow) to notify you about the request. Additionally, the
request will also appear on your dashboard. To review an entry:
1. Select the link from the email or go to Dashboard > Signature workflows and click
on the message in your Signature Workflow Inbox.
2. In the Notebook view, you will now see the respective entry.
3. At the bottom of the page you can select Review/Reject and sign the entry using
your login credentials or a handwritten signature.
4. By pressing Sign, your signature will appear on the entry footer.
5. If there is a subsequent review step in the Signature Workflow, a window will appear
for you to select the next reviewer.
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Note: In a Signature Workflow, multiple people can be selected as possible
reviewers, but only one potential reviewer can be asked to review at a time. If you
are one of the potential reviewers, there is the option of selecting Send to Review at
the bottom of the page, which will send the entry to the next possible reviewer for
assessment.

Revoke or reject signatures
Reject an entry
If an entry is rejected, this action will be visible in the entry footer as well as in the
Dashboard > Signature Workflow panel. The status of an entry can be seen in the
Signature Workflow Outbox and if the workflow implies that comments will be added
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these can also be seen in the Dashboard > Comments panel. Tags and comments are
also accessible in the entry itself.
Revoke signatures
For any Signature Workflow, the first box under the Actions section is permanently
checked, meaning that the first signee can at any time withdraw their own and the
reviewer’s signatures. This action will result in all signatures being removed from the
entry footer. Signatures will remain visible in the Full Audit Trail of an entry, including
the event of revocation.
1. Go to the entry (you need to be the signee!).
2. Click on the entry options (gear wheel icon in the entry header) and select Revoke
signature.
3. A warning message will be displayed: All given signatures will be deleted from the
entry footer and your entry will become editable again.
4. Click on Revoke to continue the process.
5. Now, you can edit the entry again and/or initiate another workflow.
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Note: The entry history provides a full audit trail of the reviewing process, including
the revocation of signatures. Even though the entry history keeps the signatures,
they cannot be restored from there.

Seeing the status of an entry
In order to track the status of individual entries, go to your Dashboard and look for the
Signature Workflows section. Here, you will find entries that were assigned to you for
reviewing (Inbox) as well as the ones you allocated (Outbox). The status of the entry in
the workflow is displayed accordingly:
● New (Inbox only): No signature has been given yet by the assigned reviewer.
● Sent to (Outbox only): No signature has been given yet by the reviewer seeing
the request on the Dashboard.
● Reviewed: Entries which have been reviewed by the reviewer seeing the request
on the Dashboard and which are still in the process.
● Approved (Outbox only): Entries which have been completely reviewed following
the workflow signatures.
● Rejected: Entries which have been rejected by the reviewer seeing the request on
the Dashboard.

If the Signature Workflow includes that a comment is added to the entry, these will
also be seen in the Comments panel on the Dashboard. The Inbox collects comments
that have been added to entries that you own, while the Outbox shows all the
comments that you made on other peoples entries.
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